Universidad Adolfo Ibáñez and The University of Michigan launch cooperation in Mathematics and Data Science

WEDNESDAY APRIL 28TH
15:00 PM
ZOOM

15:00 - 15:10
OPENING REMARKS:
FACULTY OF ENGINEERING AND SCIENCES (FES) | DEAN CARLOS JEREZ

15:10 - 15:35
MIDAS - FES AGREEMENT PRESENTATION:
| OPPORTUNITIES IN DATA SCIENCE

MIDAS | H.V. JAGADISH
Director, Michigan Institute for Data Science

FES UAI | LEOPOLDO BERTOSSI
Academic Director, Doctoral Program in Data Science

15:35 - 16:00
MCAIM - FES AGREEMENT PRESENTATION:
| OPPORTUNITIES IN MATHEMATICS AND APPLICATIONS

MCAIM | LYDIA BIERI
Director, Michigan Center for Applied and Interdisciplinary Mathematics

FES UAI | GONZALO RUZ
Dean, Research and Innovation Associate FES UAI

Note: This presentation will be conducted in English.

CONTACTO
internacional.fic@uai.cl

INGENIERIA.UAI.CL